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Society of Twentieth Century Wargamers (SOTCW) Terms and Conditions
The SOTCW is now run by Mark Wheeler and a Members Steering Group consisting of five people.
Individual roles are not specific, but Mark Wheeler is responsible for Finance, GDPR and Admin.
Fees can be paid either by cheque payable to M Wheeler or Paypal to sotcw@outlook.com.
The following is the fee structure for 2022, membership runs from January 1st to December 31st.
Membership Fee rate: Basic
Discretionary Rates
(see below for definition)

UK - £20, Europe - € 20, Rest of the World - $20
UK - £15, Europe - € 15, Rest of the World - $15
(No proof of situation required).

(Discretionary applies to unemployed, senior citizens and those in full time education).

Full membership entitlement is The Runner distributed by e mailed PDF and a hard copy Journal.
A printed version of The Runner can be sent if requested. The Journal is in professional
printed form; if pdfs are required please email sotcw@outlook.com. Other benefits include
access to discounted models and figures and free advertising. More benefits are pending.
All material printed in both The Runner and The Journal remains the copy right of the
writer/owner, however The SOTCW reserve the right to reproduce the work in subsequent Society
publications, e.g. Compendium or Period Primers.
A new forum for members is at
The current SOTCW web site at

https://wargames-directory.com/forums/forum/sotcw-forum/
https://sotcw.co.uk/
is now relaunched .

Please contact me at: Autumn Lodge, Sorrell Green, Wyverstone, Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 4TS.
E Mail is sotcw@outlook.com.
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The Command Post
I find myself reflecting in these troubled times as to what
exactly we mean when we say that the SOTCW covers ‘all
forms of table top wargaming, including modelling,
gaming and collecting from 1900 to the present day’.

There has been (I think) an unwritten rule, maybe based
on matters of taste, that current conflicts are not to be
covered. This maybe because their nature almost
precludes their ability to be gamed to a result that
satisfies, or is it more likely that, after watching the real
thing on television each night, the desire to reproduce
the thing within the confines of our facinating hobby is
just deemed distasteful, especially to friends and family
who may not get what we do in the first place, but
tolerate our pastimes?

I remember well, back in the 1980’s and 90’s, that there
was very little input from members on conflicts after
Vietnam and, say, the Yom Kippur wars of the early
seventies. We had a little on the Falklands and Russia’s
venture into Afghanistan but, apart from some add-on
mechanisms and scenarios based on popular fictional
books of the time, there was nothing on the then quite
possible World War III; I don’t think the Gulf Wars and
NATO’s operations in Afghanistan had much, if any,
coverage either.

‘ SOTCW Health Check:

Help me here. Do you think we should keep our current
brief and just, maybe, cover what is unfolding in Eastern
Europe, or should we all agree now to draw a line at the
end of the 20th century ? Afterall, we never did change
our name did we……….?
Mark Wheeler, March 8th. 2022

Prior Period (December 2021)

This Period (February 2022)

Funds –
£1037.11
£1,303.86
Being: Prior at £1037.11 less Journal 01/2022 production/distribution costs at (£330) plus new members at £596.75.
Memberships
32
73
Publications to Date
The Runner
Issue 2
Issue 3
The Journal
Journal 01/2022
Not Applicable (2022/02 due in Mar 2022)
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Comms Check!
The following are a selection of communications (mainly
by email) that have arrived since issue two of The Runner
went out (January 1st)

As I noted on old Forum (not that many are reading it
these days) you are doing a great job Mark, and creating
a great read in new Runner and revived Journal. I think
the old Forum, like the old Journal, died when the "3 wise
men" announced each would cease!

From Carl Luxford:
It's clear the old forum will cease, as Robin was
maintaining it and no longer wishes to do so. We do not
need to do anything and can just leave it to Robin. So no
need for you or your son to do anything. It’s down to
Robin when he pulls plug. If it limps on a while it's an
opportunity to redirect to SOTCW website and news of
new members only forum.

Mark Wheeler Replies:
The old forum has now gone and the new one is in
operation. Interestingly, it’s uptake and usage seems to
be proceeding at a leisurely pace as Carl suspected, with
no new posts in the past 2-3 weeks after an initial flurry
of entries. I wonder, have we made a mistake making it
visible to members only?

I hear that many new members and steering group don't
value any forum. I believe (even in its new limited,
advertisement bearing form) that the new Forum
(courtesy of Andy) is another way to maintain a
community around SOTCW other than those who write in
the Journal.

From Mark Wheeler (to Shaun of S&S Models)
Well, it may not surprise you to know that the response
asking for a vote on a new master from the 73 members
has been none. I am a little surprised and disappointed,
but as we have discussed before people's approach to
the hobby is different now to the nineties, so I think we
should chalk this up to experience and move on.

I also think it's a better way to circulate news than emails
that get bounced around till you can't see what's new or
repetition (hence I have cut off this emails tail). So
members sharing information about attending shows, or
about trader sales, or selling off stuff like Alan recently
announced on new forum (for his friends widows, which
offers SOTCW members chance to purchase old or hard
to get material, and free service to members to advertise
stuff). I hope other members can tolerate this even if
they choose not to use it, and even if it’s limited in usage
currently. In a year it may grow (in usage) as the new
SOTCW grows.

I have a new idea. It is most likely that there will be a
Christmas special of the Journal. I think that it will also
be a 'primer' on the USMC in 20mm in WW2. I am
writing this now and others are also promising input, so
I think it will happen.
What do you think of making your new LVT's a society
special kit offered in the Christmas special ? I am still
pondering, but maybe I guarantee to take from you, say,
20 of each at a 'special' price rather like the 15+ club and
S&S hold with a public release for a period after. Before
I ramble on any further, is this an idea you would be
interested in?

Given it’s a freebie, with Andy maintaining it, it's a big
plus despite its drawbacks like ads, or WD emails /
subscription. I doubt it will need much moderation while
it’s between members and member numbers are
small. You laid down quite strict rules for usage, so it will
be easy to spot anyone needing to be 'moderated' - so me
and Grant will have to be careful about our joking as it’s
been quite risqué in past !! (Others may not have realised
we were mates having a laugh at each other’s expense.)
So far it’s been limited usage but like the new SOTCW
hopefully it will grow.

Shaun Mathews Replies:
We (Shaun and Stewart) have discussed this and have
come to the conclusion that if people don’t want a
SOTCW special then we can’t make them buy them
either. The lvt’s are taking far longer than expected so an
xmas release might be on the cards anyway! There will
be 4 to start with and the lvt4 is coming along nicely but
I have noticed some damage to the tracks which will need
to be fixed, annoyingly it happened over xmas. Twenty of
each sounds a lot if no one seems interested though.

I haven't shared this with anyone other than Grant. But if
you think others would want to know and you share it in
future that's ok. I am just trying to reduce the traffic. I am
not wanting to waste your time (or efforts) where
nothing needs doing. I responded as you asked directly. I
am probably repeating what I have said in previous
emails so I don't want to bore you either.

Mark Wheeler Replies:
Indeed twenty of each does sound a lot upon reflection.
Members, could you drop me a line at
sotcw@outlook.com to let me know interest, both in a
USMC primer and in SOTCW Special LVT’s please.
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Spring 2022 Release - 20mm equipment models in resin and white metal
Leyland Retriever or Austin K6 GS Body
Set of three Gaz body conversions for PSC
or individualy foreach type
French GMC & Bofors conversion
Leroi Compressor conversion for Hasegawa GMC
Flack Body & Flak 38 AA Gun for PSC Steyr Truck
Office or Ambulance Body for PSC Steyr Truck
Wooden GS Body for PSC Steyr Truck
Russian or German drivers (2 off) for PSC Gaz Truck
(Note: cab of PSC kit needs opening up for fit)
M2 Alligator Ferry
Prices include postage for UK & BFPO locations.
Europe add 23% of total order value.
For the rest of the world add 30% of total order
value (minimum charge £5.00)

£6.50
£16.00
£6.50
£8.50
£8.50
£14.00
£7.50
£6.50
£6.00
£20.00

Remember - 10% discount off order value (excluding postage) for SOTCW members!

S & S Models, 22, Briar Close, Burnham on Sea, Somerset, TA8 1HU
Tele. (01278) 780193, E Mail sales@sandsmodels.com

The 2022 MAFVA
We have booked the Burgess Hall for 19th June 2022
The 2022 venue will be: The Burgess Hall,
Westwood Rd, Saint Ives, Cambridgeshire, PE27 6WU.

Model Show and Competition
2022 Show layout
Trade Stands: The traders will be in the main hall and drama studio, with MAFVA branches and visiting clubs
on the ground floor, Drama Studio, in the foyer, upstairs on the balcony and in the conference rooms.
Entry for paid-up MAFVA members will be free, (you will be able to re-subscribe on the door). Adult nonmembers will pay £3.00, while entry for accompanied children (under 16) is free.

Free parking, trade stands and Bring and Buy - More information at: https://www.mafva.org/mafvanats/
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The Armoury
That Jagdpanzer IV Again
tank series produced by IBG and in a similar format to
the successful Polish First to Fight series.

Well as hinted at in Runner issue 1, the new 1/72 scale
UM model Jagdpanzer IV Sdkfz 162/1 the
“zwischenlösung” kit number 553 has arrived at last. It is
good to see that UM are now reinforcing their otherwise
somewhat flimsy boxes with a thick card inset that
makes the contents much safer in transit. These contents
are 5 small injection sprues, two identical for the running
gear, two etched brass sheets, a small decal sheet and 6
page instructions. The plastic parts are very well
moulded and the tools are separate – not cast on. Cast
on tools are a real bugbear of mine as they usually need
replacing which will often spoil the anti-slip pattern
underneath, but not so here. The anti-slip pattern is very
well done on this kit. The tracks are the injection
moulded link and length type, again much my
preference. The etched parts have the set of mesh
schurtzen I was hoping for Yippee! Two decal options are
offered, one numbered black 925 for a 24th panzer
division machine in East Prussia in 1945, the other
numbered white 611 for an unidentified machine in
Bohemia 1945, this one without schurtzen. The
instructions look good with sprue diagrams and they look
pretty easy to follow – but you never really know until
you have built the kit of course. I am still checking this
but the instruction have you placing the smooth solid
steel roadwheels on the front 4 positions, with normal
wheels on the back 4. I think this is correct for most
zwischenlösung but I have seen a picture of one with only
the front two solid wheels. There’s enough spare wheels
in the kit to do either. One problem I found was that
there are no colour diagrams in the instructions. Judging
from the nice box illustration, the first option is in dark
yellow with red brown and dark green camouflage in the
hard edged style, although a 3D picture on the
instructions shows the softer edges of an over sprayed
pattern. Also the box top has the 925 numbers in red
with white outline rather than the solid black in the
decals. Not a huge problem though, nothing that a bit of
research cannot resolve anyway. So overall this is a very
nice kit, a first of this version in injection moulding and
at a good price, mine was £15.99 from the ever reliable
Hannants of Lowestoft. I cannot wait to start building it.

So far there are ten German machines available these
being several Panzer II and Panzer III derivatives
(including a prototype Stug) and also three Panzer IV –
an Ausf B, C and D. Basic decals are provided.
Whilst the models, generally about 30-40 parts, are very
good with fine detail the magazine is less so, at least for
wargamers. Coming in at some 20 pages, it goes into
very in-depth technical detail breaking down each
subject by its drivetrain, hull, track system turret and
armament.
There are some black and white
photographs and one colour profile page. Operational
history and organisation is only briefly covered. Each
magazine is also dual language – German and English –
which cuts down by half on the amount of information
that can be conveyed. Slightly irritating is it looks like the
source language is German, and English text has been
converted from this, with some unfortunate grammer
and word flow issues as a result. That said, it is more
informative than the Polish First to Fight magazines
where all the text is in Polish which is very frustrating as
much useful information is lost to the English speaking
reader.
Amusingly, each World at War magazine is marketed as
having a ‘free collectable model kit inside’, but I suspect
few will be buying this for the magazine as it is the kits
that appeal. More information can be found here:
http://www.ibgmodels.com/world-at-war/
The publication frequency is a little erratic, with 6 – 8
weeks between issues not unusual. I spoke to Guideline
at a hobby show recently and asked if the series was a
success or not. They assured me it was and a further 20
kits were schedule, with the next ten all going to be
British subjects. They were not clear if these were to be
early war or not, but I am hopeful that if so, the likes of
a Matilda I and an A9 or A10 might at last be available as
an injection moulded kit! Let’s get back to the Panzer IV
derivatives now. Shown below is the runner layout for
the Ausf C. Most of the sprue are common with the Ausf
B and D versions with just the sprue on the right being
unique for the Ausf subject in question.

Steven Bowns/SOTCW Feb 2022
Available for a little while now is a partwork from
Guideline Publications called World at War. This is a
magazine and a snap together 1/72nd scale early WW2

Before I move off this subject I would like to cover the
scale of the Panzer IV models. They are not 1/72.
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Due to a mix up by IBG with their measurements, the
Panzer IV’s are very near to 1/76! The reason this is of
interest is that up to now the only true 1/76th scale
Panzer IV’s have been the still very able Airfix F1/F2 kit

from 1971 (recently re-released in the Classic Vintage
range) and the hard to come by and complex ex-Nitto,
now Fujimi, Ausf J. The below comparison shots
illustrate this.

Above: a selection of injection moulded Panzer IV fighting compartments in 20mm. From left to right, a World at
War (IBG) Ausf C, an Airfix Asuf F1/F2 (generally regarded as an accurate 1/76 scale rendition), a 1/72 Revell Ausf J
(noticably wider and longer) and finally a PSC generic Ausf F/G/ H which dwarfs the more accurate Revell offering.
Since writing this piece I note that Guideline have now
withdrawn from the venture but IBG has continued
with the World at War format with a range of early war
British armour. It seems to sell well, but I do hope they

return to the Panzer IV with an Ausf. G and H derivatives
in 1/76th scale, at last!
Mark Wheeler/SOTCW
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Pass in Review – Battlezone Miniatures
I am Steve Renwick co-owner of Battlezone Miniatures
based in Arrington near Cambridge. I joined MAFVA in
1988. Battlezone Miniatures has four separate
components to it and is mainly aimed at the wargaming
community, the components are; wargaming accessories
including movement trays, scenery, 28mm fantasy
figures and 20mm world war two vehicles and figures.

SOTCW is our 20mm WW2 ranges of Soviet and
American forces. Our figures and artillery are in white
metal. Our vehicles are in resin with metal parts.
Increasingly our vehicles are becoming one piece hull
castings using ‘Supercast’.
Soviet Forces: We started our range based at the start of
the Great Patriotic war 1941 and plan to grow the range
through the war. We have an extensive range of figures
for that period and our vehicles range is growing. In
development: A range of Panjie horse drawn carts;
Soviet motor cycle troops, armoured cars, Katyusha
rocket launcher and much more. We are just about to
release our Soviet range of artillery pieces 45mm, 57mm,
76mm short barrel, 76.2mm, 122mm and 152mm.

My passion has always been the “second world war” its
history and its vehicles which is why I joined MAFVA all
those years ago and my first model was Tamiya’s
Hanomag 251c 1/35th scale. Purely due to limited space
this soon transferred to 1/76-72 models.
Around 2001 I got into my second passion which is
wargaming, then the WW2 market for wargaming was a
little limited, especially opponents. At this time I was a
scout leader and a group of my scouts wanted to open a
wargames club playing Games Workshops Warhammer,
so I set the club up and run it for 10 years.

American forces: The Skytex range was in metal and we
are turning these to resin as well as remastering many.
Also one piece castings as with our latest the US M16 and
Soviet M17 half-tracks have tracks and wheels moulded
on for a one piece casting. Our half-track range is one of
the most extensive available and we have had several
remastered or completely new masters

A natural progression was to start selling wargames
accessories, then to start manufacturing them and I
started Terrain Warehouse in 2002 to do just that as a
hobby business. After a few years I moved on to
manufacturing white metal 28mm fantasy figures and
rebranded to our current title Battlezone Miniatures.
During this time I started playing the WW2 wargame,
Flames of War in 15mm 1/100 scale, but couldn’t see a
way of moving into the larger 20mm 1/76-72 scale of
wargaming manufacturing.

Wargamers want robust but accurate vehicles with a
minimum of parts which is very different to modellers;
constant moving of the model will break off small parts
especially on the finer plastic kits. My figures are all
white metal and my new additions all have separate
heads. My vehicles are in resin with some metal parts
especially gun barrels and MG mounts. The initial
vehicles had a mix of tracks and wheels moulded on
hulls/bodies or separate metal castings like our halftrack range, a recent development by Paul allows for
finer track details to be included and this means we will
be able to mould even fine tracks onto hulls.

Four years ago I had a lucky encounter with Paul
Thompson of Early War Miniatures at the Derby
wargames show, where we were both trading and
discovered, we had been friends at the young age of 8 in
North London before losing touch with each other. He
kindly gave me an insight into 20mm gaming and has a
very extensive and excellent range of vehicles and
figures. Keen to mutually support each other Paul
shared some of the technology of resin casting of
vehicles and I started a Soviet range of vehicles and
figures, beginning with 1941 and the Great Patriotic war
with Germany. This has grown with the purchase of the
Skytrex range of American vehicles and the Sgt Major
range of American figures, now reworked. All my
masters are made by fellow MAFVA member Steve Cox.

I am always open to helping modellers with part castings
or turning their master into a production piece. We are
very keen to grow the hobby in general including working
alongside other manufacturers that have the same ethos
we have. Developing and sustaining the hobby is very
important to us and we are keen to support ventures
that do this. With this in mind we offer a 15% discount
for clubs and societies and would like to offer SOTCW
members that privilege too. Website is www.battlezoneminiatures.co.uk.
Email
is
steve@battlezoneminiatures.co.uk.
Steve Renwick (SOTCW) Battlezone Miniatures.

Today Battlezone Miniatures still has four distinctive
sections to its ranges but of specific interest to the
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Little Warriors
Following on from the announcement in Runner Two,
Richard Fontana provides his thoughts on the recent
Strelets WW2 releases. His comments are best read in
conjunction with the photographs in Runner 2.

could have been used for the extra shields or even shells,
boxes etc. So, it seems to me that there are some basic
research errors. The crew are very good, and personally
I'd like to see a Russian Front crew set with the missing
shields.

The Italian's first! A minor note perhaps but all the sets
are moulded in grey plastic. Personally, as I don't have
time for mass painting I'd prefer to see them in a
Khaki/sandy colour. Italian Desert patrol. I give this one
10 out of 10. Excellent poses and all useful. Personally
I'm not a fan of 2 or more figures on one base but for me
the map reading 2 are a winner. These could be used
with the Italian Infantry in Defense and Obice da 75
howitzer, so overall a great set. Perthaps we will see a
future set of Italian mortars and/or anti-tank riflemen?

Now for the Australians, Infantry in Attack. Realistically,
these figures should have steel helmets rather than
slouch hats, which identify them as Australians more
easily I suppose. Strelets have attempted to catch them
in advancing poses which are mostly good but some
seem a little odd to me. The officer would more likely to
have a sub machine gun or rifle instead of the near
useless service revolver. Perhaps we will see an
Australian Infantry in Defense set in future as this would
be a logical complementary set especially for Tobruk!

I can't be quite so kind about the Italian Infantry in
Defense. Still a very good set but it lacks a standing firing
rifleman and anti-tank rifleman. The weakest figure is a
man doing a "Rambo" firing a machine gun from the hip!
7 out of 10.

The Australian Heavy Weapons Squad are on the whole
quite useful and good. The weakest figure is the AA Bren
gunner. Looking at the online masters he appeared to be
wearing a greatcoat! Examaning the actual figure
though, he is actually bare chested with very poorly
defined shorts! Again, there is a lack of anti-tank
riflemen which is a weakness for a defending set, though
they have the usual machine guns and 3 inch mortar.

For me the big letdown is the Strelets 282 Obice da 75/18
Mod 34 howitzer. This lacks a shield. Yet a quick look at
online images shows virtually all these guns having
shields fitted, so to my way of thinking a basic error.
Strelets design team seem to have a "blind spot” where
shields are concerned as this isn't the first of their guns
to lack shields which I find inexplicable. Otherwise the
gun is a fairly basic model with a little flash to be cleaned
up. The generous 12 crew figures are the best feature of
this set being reasonably well posed and useful. 8 out of
10 for the crew but 5 out of 10 for the gun.

French Foreign Legion Heavy Weapons seem to be a late
addition to the Foreign Legion set. The kepis identify
them as French though realistically perhaps more of
them should be wearing steel helmets. The 2 piece
machine gun is nicely done, as is the mortar which is
much the same as that in other allied desert sets.
Overall, a most useful and welcome set of additions for
the Middle East, marred by a couple of basic research
mistakes, and odd choices.

Now for the German set M158, Pzb41 anti-tank gun. This
is a very nice and useful little anti-tank addition to the
Afrika Korps. It is marred by acouple of points. Firstly, as
a personal preference I prefer guns etc to be made in
hard plastic or metal - the soft polythene is a bit too
fiddly for my old fumblefingers! I use liquid superglue for
as stronger bond. As for the guns, for some mysterious
reason known only to Strelets shields are provided for
only 2 guns! A quick look at online images shows some
guns without wheels, but I haven't found any without
shields. Again for reasons known only to Strelets the set
includes a grenade throwing infantryman - this plastic

Editors Note: Strelets, Red Box and Orion are all
Ukraine based companies who are now either not
operating or trying to do so under very difficult
conditions. At least one of their sculptors has been
called up for service in the Ukranian military. Also,
Zvezda is a Russian company and so we can surely
expect all sorts of delays from these hithertoo
prodigous quality manufacturers. It might be an idea
to get what you want now………
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Please mention the SOTCW when replying to adverts.
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Reconnaissance Report - Vapnartak – York, February 2022
This show has been a long-time favourite of mine, so I
should declare this at the start of my ‘review’. I like it
because of its many traders, (this year 45 over two floors)
and display or participation games, (this year 11, over
two mezzanine floors); and for other reasons noted
below. It didn’t disappoint this year despite the absence
of a bring & buy space due to covid prevention planning
and other aspects of the show being more widely spread
out than normal.

I had gone with a mixed bag of “wants” so not all relevant
to 20th century gaming. But if you only had that as your
focus you wouldn’t have been disappointed: there were
figure and ‘tank’ / vehicle sales in 10mm, (e.g.
Pendraken), 15mm, (e.g. Forged in Battle figures, sorry I
have forgotten which trader brought them!), 20mm (e.g.
Valiant / Rapid Fire, Grubby, Early War Miniatures,
Tumbling Dice) and 28mm (e.g. Warlord Games, Reiver,
Dave Thomas) that I browsed at. As Baccus and Irregular
Miniatures were present, there were probably options in
smaller scales too. Of course Irregular also do 42mm and
54mm scale 20th century figures!) Of special note, the
28mm Rif War figures available from Templar
Miniatures. Great work from a trader I do not know.
They also offer 28mm Spanish Civil War.

This one day, Sunday (first Sunday in February) show can
be busy in the first few hours after doors open, as it was
on 6th February, 2022. But being spread out you didn’t
feel at all “compressed”. This year by 1pm it felt as
though many had left, and there was less activity.

For me Vapnartak is also a social event where you get the
first chance (after Xmas) to meet up with distant (or not
so distant) gamers and friends. So I did a lot of chatting.
(or is that social networking these days?). All of which
leads me to admit that the display and participation
games got very little of my time, despite a “whole”
world, map game with beautiful miniatures (to represent
armies and navies) which was visually stunning! And a
fantastic stunning large presentation from the
“Extraordinary Kriegspielers” in a far off “Asiatic”
province with large scale figures, mounted and foot,
armoured train, and several aircraft in a kind of jazz age
1920s game (fictional I presumed) with large model twin
engine biplanes overhead on the games table!!
Apologies to the other display games that I have not
mentioned, or if I have attributed the latter game to
wrong presentation team!! Fatigue was a factor after
several hours and tripping between floor levels several
times! (Working lifts helped. But by then I had used
stairs several times too.) Too much ‘flitting about’ on my
part!

I have always enjoyed its location: close to A64, (a busy
road I know but less so on a winter Sunday); and ‘housed’
in the Knavesmire Grandstand on the York Racecourse,
which generally offers plenty of natural light on its many
levels (which I like), although traders at the back wall
‘end’ of the ground floor have sometimes missed out (on
a grey winters’ day). This venue may not be to
everyone’s taste, a friend told me that he had been put
off attending due to boggy conditions in the past on the
grass overflow car park. Yes snow and heavy rain can be
a problem in February, but there is plenty of free car
parking on the racecourse grounds (field and tarmac for
early arrivals) and in nearby roads. Over the many years
it has been at the racecourse, snow has been a serious
problem once with car parking and muddy feet one other
occasion in my experience. But that’s over many visits.
This year I had neither problem.
If coming by public transport then it’s a bus or taxi ride
from the York City rail station to the racecourse. But I
have known friends who have stayed overnight on the
Saturday who have walked to and from the venue from
city centre accommodation. (But its probably not a walk
for those without a love of walking and not minding the
weather.) For bus users, the Leeds – York intercity bus
stops a short walk away, on Tadcaster Road. Other intercity bus routes I do not know, sorry.

Well I hope this gives you a flavour of Vapnartak. If you
enjoy several periods of history, like me and my wife,
then Vapnartak and York is your place to make a long
weekend; with its Roman, Viking, Medieval history. But
if you are strictly 20th century, then over a long weekend
(with a car) you could check out “Eden Camp Museum”
(this year closed till April) or Yorkshire Air Museum,
which is closer to York (and is currently open).

The catering this year was less evident over the four
levels. The usual main café on ground floor offered hot
drinks and hot food. We (my wife and I) got two hot
lunches (and very good food it was) and one hot drink for
£10.10p. Mind my pint of beer (from the bar on the first
or was it the second mezzanine floor?) in a plastic glass
cost well over a £5.

Carl Luxford/SOTCW
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Games at Vapnartak, courtesy of Dave Watson/SOTCW:

The most visually stunning was this Back of Beyond epic. Cavalry, trains, balloons and aircraft - it had the lot.
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The Rapid Fire guys had a very nice Arnhem game.

And finally, The War of the Worlds ! – well, it is 20th Century, right…………….?
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Build Review – SHQ Miniatures SWB GMC Prime Mover ‘Hard Top’ YV37
Recently released by SHQ in 1/76th scale were three
further US Army World War 2 trucks. As with all SHQ kits
these are unassembled and all in white metal (though
this is starting to change with the imminent release of a
Matilda 1 and AML 90 armoured car). As I have a
fondness for trucks generally, I ordered one, the short
wheel base GMC used for towing 105mm artillery pieces.
The part count is twenty seven and as the part layout
below shows the breakdown is very similar to a
conventional plastic kit.

Supplied is a small exploded view diagram reminiscent of
early Airfix AFV kits which shows part locations but does
not include a recommended assembly sequence. There
are no decal provided nor a driver figure nor any glazing
for the cab windows. All the parts are cleanly cast with
only minor metal flash and tabs to remove – I do this with
a Stanley knife with an older blade, as this sort of
trimming will blunt a new blade very quickly. Of note
was the mold tabs on the double rear wheek sets, part 7.
These were actually in the gap between the two wheels
and needed some carefull carving to remove. Using a
mix of Superglue for small parts, and Loctite All Purpose
Adhesive Extra Strong for the rest, I decided to approach
construction as three basic modules; chassis parts, cab
and tilt/flatbed. Note: I am a ‘lazy’ modeller and so do
not use a soldering iron that many recommend for
models in white metal – I do however wash all the parts
in washing up liquid to get rid of any mold grease or dust.
I’m not sure I need to do this but I feel it should help each to their own! There are some early decisions to
make with assembly options. The first was what to do
with the cab internally.

The choice was either build as is and ignore the absence
of windows and crew, or to add these. I chose the latter.
The second choice is with the flat bed and whether to
include the tilt as well as the strakes, parts 16 and 17.
Basically, if you first fit the strakes then they will foul the
tilt whan fitted over the top. The tilt is a hollow piece
though closed at the front end. It is however open at the
rear so the internals including the strakes (if fitted) and
the bench seats (part 14) will be seen when the model is
viewed from the rear. As I like trucks with tilts and after
some pondering, I opted to glue the strakes to the inner
surface of the tilt, fit the bench seats and use the tilt. The
model has a choice of front bumpers – a plain one and
winch unit.
The cab is a single casting with a reasonable level of
internal detail – an instrument panel and two seats and
a separate steering wheel which, depending on whether
you fit a driver, will need to be shortened somewhat.
Although not much will be seen once the roof is fitted I
chose to paint the interior of the cab olive drab (see
below) with Humbrol acrylic Khki Drill for the seats and
the intrument panel in black. I used a Nitto jeep driver
half figure, long since displaced from my jeep fleet by the
far superior SHQ crew offerings. The only difficulty
involved was self inflicted really. For glazing I used clear
acetate type material from discarded packaging and it
took a little bit of trial and error to cut and fit this.
All wheels fitted smoothly to axles and the chassis and a
flat ‘all wheels on the ground’ appearance was easily
achieved. The three ‘modules’ went together with ease
and the remaining small parts – I chose the winch
bumper part 3 – and the really nice tow hook, part 12
were done last. Note to Ian: how about a separate pack
of these tow hooks in the Vehicle Accesory range ? I left
the model overnight and then undercoated the whole
thing with Halfords spray primer after first masking off
the cab. I then painted using a brush (I don’t own an
airbrush) using my ‘go to’ olive drab of choice by Phoenix
Precision – M401. U.S. Army Olive Drab (pre 1954)
ANA614 (FS34087) for everyting except the tilt for which
I used Humbrol Khaki Drill again.
I cannot praise this product too highly. It is very well
engineered and competitively priced, not to mention a
joy to build. I have run out of space now but will include
pictures of the finished model in the next Runner.
Mark Wheeler/SOTCW
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Incoming
The following are pre-production shots of new masters from S&S Models in 20mm resin and white metal. These are
not yet on sale as Shaun is not sure what to release next!

M60 wrecker conversion for any 1/72 m35 6x6 model.

British Saracen
British L118 105mm light gun
Also mastered but not shown here for space reasons are a Scammell S26 tipper and two versions of the M2 rig alligator
ferry travelling, and M2 rig alligator ferry, waterline. Whilst not released and with no date on the horizon I have found
that Shaun is more than willing to run off models in advance, in this situation. Drop hime an email to
sales@sandsmodels.com with your wants.
Mark Wheeler/SOTCW
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British Saxon APC and ARV

LCVP Mk. IV landing craft

SOTCW Members - You are cordially invited:
To submit material for both The Runner and The Journal. If possible this should be in Word
format, or typed, as we have a scanner, but finally hand written is fine as long as it is legible.
Pictures should be sent as JPEG or equivalent files unless original hand drawn illustrations.
It is unlikely that we will publish copies of photographs for which copyright is not clear.
Can you provide artwork for The Journal ? As in Journals past we would like to have a cover picture
hand drawn to a standard at least equal to that of Greg Potter who provided the cover drawing
for Journal 01. If you can do something to this standard (or better!) please email sotcw@outlook.com.
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Lines of Communications
Book Review: Leopard Tanks in Action – Jill Marc
Munsterman

The book itself breaks down into a history of the Leopard
tanks followed by a brief overview of the 5 main conflicts
covered (including the Yugoslavian breakup, Turkish
military activities and Afghanistan amongst others). After
this the book goes into each conflict involving firstly the
Leopard 1 and then the Leopard 2.
Like many people I assumed that the Leopard tanks have
barely fired a shot in anger but the author shows just
how much both tanks have been used, and also, highly
effectively. Built to counter massed Soviet tank
formations, the Leopards have been used by forces such
as the Danes and Canadians in Afghanistan to make the
difference in many small skirmishers. The author makes
clear that through the correct use of supporting logistics,
Engineers and supporting arms, the Leopards use at
times as a ’65-tonne sniper rifle’ is much better than the
collateral damage of indirect artillery fire. In the
Kandahar province the Leopard’s use proved decisive
and there are numerous reports of Taliban fears over the
appearance of a Leopard tank. As they had no tanks of
their own and there was no guarantee that IEDs, mines
or RPGs would have any affect, you can see why the
Leopard could prove a ‘game breaker’. Indeed, not a
single Canadian tanker was killed in Afghanistan. The
author isn’t shy to address the difficulties faced though,
such as inside temperatures reaching 60°C and the
requirement for up armouring and adapted uses of
Engineer support.

Paperback 120 Pages / Published: 06/01/2021
Publisher: K&f Verlag
ISBN: 9783964031143
Having always had an interest in cold war West German
vehicles I came across this smart looking book at a
previous Wargames show. Written by an Ex-Bundeswehr
soldier the book covers the various conflicts/peacekeeping missions that Leopard 1 and 2s have been
involved in UN and NATO wise with the various countries
who employ the tanks.
Writing style wise, as the German author translated it to
English using Google translate there are times when it
can be a little confusing (let’s use the term ‘quirky’) going
but if you read through certain parts a few times it makes
sense, and the attention to detail by the author is second
to none.

The final part of the book covers the Turkish army’s use
of Leopard 2s in Syria. Clearly the Turkish army hadn’t
done their homework as the evidence suggest they
employed their Leopards without supporting infantry or
Engineer support, evidenced through raiding parties
with ATGMs destroying Leopards (which hadn’t even
been set up in properly prepared firing positions). It is
thought that the subsequently (very) destroyed Leopard
2s photos might have been caused by the Turkish air
Force themselves when they realised they couldn’t
recover the tanks.
To conclude, if you are interested in the role of the
Leopard tank then this is well worth reading. More
generally, it gives a very good insight into how tanks can
still make a major contribution in very different
situations to the role they were initially designed and
planned for…. IF, they are used properly!
Mark Bennett / SOTCW
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Rear Echelons
We have covered albeit briefly the cost problems facing
many, if not all, of our hobby manufacturers.
Undoubtedly there are many reasons for this – not least
the present steep material costs affecting us all
generally, but within the hobby, specifically, there is the
issue of the decline (?) in the 20mm scale for post 1900
conflicts, combined with an ageing population which still
follow this period. The rise of other scales is also a factor,
though I have heard that Flames of War, for instance, is
seeing some decline in its chosen 15mm market.
Australia based Simons Soldiers (Simon Ford is Australia
based but designer Andrew Stevens is UK based) are
thinking ‘out of the box’ following a disappointing new
year’s sale take-up. Below is an extract from Facebook
posted by Simon:
Andrew is currently working on two new ranges,
hopefully we will see the first of them mid-April - I’m
keeping them a surprise. I’m also considering opening up
a commission system where you can pay for figures you
want with the following provisos: Packs of three - You get
3 of each figure free, plus an ongoing discount for future
purchases of Simon’s Soldiers; still working out what the

price will be with Andrew. Through the wonders of
WhatsApp Andrew and I have been discussing the
commission idea and have come up with the following
idea. £60 per all new figure (Andrew is not interested in
doing head swaps as he’d prefer to do whole new
figures). On that I’d prefer in packs of 3 as that is easier
for marketing and mould manufacturing but one offs
may be considered. So for £60 you get a figure of your
choice/description, 5 free copies, plus an ongoing 15%
discount on all Simon’s Soldiers products excluding
Ostmodels and Rapid Fire books for sales over $75. It may
seem expensive but I will still be paying the mould making
and manufacturing costs along with other little things to
most probably think about.
Simon would like to hear on this proposal. He can be
contacted by email :- fordsdcj@optusnet.com.au or if
you are a Facebook user he is here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/384347792246090.
Alternatively, if you want to comment generally on this
then please write in to the Society and I will publish them
in the next copy of the Runner. Simon is a member by
the way and so will get feedback via this publication also.
Mark Wheeler/SOTCW
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Membership Form SOTCW
(Society of Twentieth Century Wargamers)
Name:
Address: (Please include
postcode)
Please print clearly in capitals!

E Mail:

About Us

The SOTCW is an amateur group of enthusiasts whose interests
extend to all forms of table top wargaming, including modelling,
gaming and collecting from 1900 to the present day.

Membership Fee rate: Basic
Discretionary Rates
(see below for definition)

UK - £20, Europe - € 20, Rest of the World - $20
UK - £15, Europe - € 15, Rest of the World - $15
(No proof of situation required).

About You
What scales
are you interested in ?
What conflicts since 1900
interest you ?
Do you want the Journal
as a PDF?
Do you want the SOTCW
to have a Forum ?
Is there anything else
you would like to add ?

Next Steps to Join:

Signed:

Membership Fee for 2022

£

€

senior citizens and those in full

$ 20 / 15
is enclosed by cheque / Paypal
circle as appropriate - paypal as friends/family option)
sotcw@outlook.com

time education).

Make cheques in GBP payable to M Wheeler please.

(Discretionary applies to unemployed, (please

Please return this form in the post as below or by e mail to sotcw@outlook.com
Please feel free to email me at sotcw@outlook.com with questions and comments.

Mark Wheeler, Autumn Lodge, Sorrell Green, Wyverstone,
Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 4TS, United Kingdom
Note: Memberships cannot be progressed without this form.

Dropping in soon is the next issue of the re-launched
Journal – SOTCW 2022/02:







Fallschirmjaeger Final Flight – Ardennes 1944.
Basic Training – Preparation and painting plastic figures.
Rules writing – guidance on how to approach the subject.
One Hour Skirmish scenarios
Forgotten Armies – where are those figure ranges now?
The Bulgarian Army in WWII

